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Abstract: Android operating system has been developing with open source concept. Open source will 
refer to source code for the any application or system been developed not for sale and not for profit-
oriented. Users and developers can use the source code without any license fee, but still need to follow 
any regulation that state in the license’s terms and conditions. This paper will focus on development of 
the application system with situational awareness concept. In definition, situational awareness can be 
defined as ability to identify the environment situation with processing level of criticality in one time. 
Outcome from the application will track geographic location for every single army, which been trace 
through Global Positioning System (GPS) that installed in that army’s smart phone (in the same time 
running this application). Besides that, this paper will also present military element which critical in 
surveillance process for every single unit.  
 
Key wrods: 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Military operation is one of the main components in every armed force which has been reviewed and 

research for further enhancement, to ensure operational efficiency always at the optimum level. One of the 
subfield that should be focus for research and development is units and equipments positioning detection in war 
situation or within military operation training. 

 
As been concluded in The Concepts Division of the Marine Corps Combat Development Command 

(MCCDC) in year 1997 (Mark A. et al., 2002), 
 
“Units moving in or between zones must be able to navigate effectively, and to coordinate their activities 

with units in other zones, as well as with units moving outside the city. This navigation and coordination 
capability must be resident at the very small-unit level, perhaps even with the individual Marine.” 

 
Further research and development for new technology in military operation planning also should be more 

concerned, as has been stressed in paper Future Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain: 
“...we must explore new technologies that will facilitate the conduct of manoeuvre warfare in future 

MOUT. Advanced sensing, locating, and data display systems can help the Marines to leverage information in 
ways which will reduce some of the masking effects of built-up terrain.” 

 
Implementation within mobile phones and application for military operation is another side of new 

technology that have a lot of room for development. Application development for today smart phones will 
create more benefit in terms of cost, time, skill, and dependencies to the hardware resources. 

This paper will focus on development of the application system with situational awareness concept. In 
definition, situational awareness can be defined as ability to identify the environment situation with processing 
level of criticality in one time (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Situation_awareness). Outcome from the application 
will track geographic location for every single army, which been trace through Global Positioning System 
(GPS) that installed in that army’s smart phone (in the same time running this application).  

 
This application will meet requirements as below: 
 Development will be use Android as the operating system. 
 Using smart phone or tablet PC that installed with Android OS and GPS-enabled. 
 Focus on Augmented Reality (AR) concept. 
1.0 Data and maps will integrate with Geographic Information System (GIS). 
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Related Works: 
Android operating system has been developing with open source concept. Open source will refer to source 

code for the any application or system been developed not for sale and not for profit-oriented. Users and 
developers can use the source code without any license fee, but still need to follow any regulation that state in 
the license’s terms and conditions. Open source also will bring wider spaces for research and development in 
any application, either for own used or bring it back to the community. 

Issue that open for discussion is either Android operating system, which is open source operating system, 
suit and stable for using in military industry. This research will proof that either Android operating system 
suitable in terms of hardware and software specification, functionality, reliability and capability compare to 
other operating system. 

Geographic Information System (GIS) can be defining as centre database to store any data that related to 
geography. Data will be manipulated within the system and depends to the application’s need [3]. Research on 
this subject should meet the requirement as below: 

 
 Capable to integrate with Android operating system. 
 Security level for the application server always at the optimum. 
 Capability to integrate within the application development for the Android operating system. 
 
For the hardware specification, normally off-the-shelf smart phones should got function Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM) and Global Positioning System (GPS). This two function as a key function to 
be use when developing the tracking system. Smart phones should meet this requirements before can be choose 
as a testing platform or when to use the application. In this paper, military element which critical in surveillance 
process for every single unit have been identified. Then, an experiment has been conducted to proof Android 
operating system as suitable platform in developing application for military operation. 

 
Research Method: 

Concept for overall application system can be illustrated as below: 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: 

 
Figure 1 has shown architecture for the application system. Detail for the process flow has been shown at 

figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: 
 

Android Operating System: 
Android operating system is a Linux based which been develop suit for smart phones and tablet computer. 

The development initiated by Open Handset Alliance which led by Google 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)). Android operating system will be use as platform 
for the application. 

 
Android Augmented Reality SDK: 

Android Augmented Reality (AndAR) is an open source project for integrate between Augmented Reality 
concept with Android platform. Detection module will base on sign and framework for the image structure. 
Every image has own Marker ID which will be implementing into route planner module algorithm. Module 
wills connection between origin locations (original image) and target locations (propose image). Algorithm that 
will be propose to use either Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithms or Bellman-Ford algorithms. 

 
Geographic Information System: 

System which been developed will act as collection centre, storing and supplying the geographical data for 
being manipulate by the application. Data which stored at the system will be use within making the decision 
process. Through this application, data will be collect to trace every unit location and every unit also can update 
any additional information. 

 
Global Positioning System: 

System will determine location base on longitude, latitude and time in any condition through the satellite 
navigation. System been develop and maintain by United States Government and can be access by any sources 
as long as it has GPS signal receiver. 

 
Global System for Mobile Communications: 

In this application development, GSM will act has a support system for GPS if no coverage for GPS 
signals. GSM system is a standard module for any mobile phones now days and every transaction will incur 
cost. 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Application system for military industry will need huge investment in terms of cost and development 

period, where by any hardware and equipment that related to the project should be design specific only to meet 
the requirements. With the development of open source such Android operating system and mass production for 
the smart phones; a new world in application development for military industry can be explored. 
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This application system development for military operation specific in Android operating system platform, 

which can be say as a stepping stone in R&D continuity progress. Lots of rooms for improvement that can be 
explores and ventures with promise benefits return such as lower research’s cost and development’s cost. 
Organization direction of the Android’s team itself will not go for profit-oriented. Any product outcome will 
bring back to the community.  

To propose for further R&D within this application, research should within the framework, where by 
focusing on improving current function and development any new function that can be integrated into the 
system. Working beyond of the framework will not streamlining and make the application matured. Majority 
within this application will be use open source technology and system. Any further R&D should not face lot of 
problem in terms of getting resources when exploring and venturing the application. 

 
Conclusion: 

In conclusion, issues have arisen for for discussion is either Android operating system, which is open 
source operating system, suit and stable for using in military industry. This research will proof that either 
Android operating system suitable in terms of hardware and software specification, functionality, reliability and 
capability compare to other operating system. Therefore, this paper has proposed the application system with 
situational awareness concept. In definition, situational awareness can be defined as ability to identify the 
environment situation with processing level of criticality in one time. Outcome from the application will track 
geographic location for every single army, which been trace through Global Positioning System (GPS) that 
installed in that army’s smart phone (in the same time running this application). Besides that, this paper will 
also present military element which critical in surveillance process for every single unit. 
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